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Abstract: The design of concentric ring arrays for isoflux radiation
is reported in this paper. This design considers the reduction of the
side lobe level and the isoflux radiation requirements for Geostationary
Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites. The optimization problem considers the
spacing between rings and the levels of amplitude excitations. The well-
known method of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is utilized for the
optimization. The obtained results could lead the satellite hardware to
be reduced significantly even more that results presented previously in
the literature.
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1 Introduction

The recent demand for GEO satellite applications includes two important fac-
tors: the reduction of the antenna hardware such as physical dimensions and
the excitation devices, and secondly, an isoflux radiation, i.e., a uniform and
ring-symmetric shaped pattern to illuminate the earth surface [1]. In [2, 3, 4],
it has been considered uniform linear and planar arrays for satellite appli-
cations by using excitations which implies higher complexity of hardware.
Recently, relevant contributions have been proposed in the literature using
some deterministic approaches for synthesizing uniform and sparse planar
arrays to obtain a desirable isoflux radiation pattern [5, 6]. However, these
contributions still consider many excitation devices (amplitudes and phases)
in a rectangular planar array. In fact, a significant deviation to achieve a
radiation mask in some angular range is observed out of the field of view
in [6].

In this work, it is reported the study of a radial geometry for an array, i.e.,
the design of a concentric ring array for reducing the hardware of the antenna
system; in [7, 8], it has been presented the properties of concentric ring arrays
such as symmetric pattern in both azimuth and elevation planes. Specially, in
this paper, it is investigated the behavior of the radiation pattern optimizing
the spacing between rings in the array and the levels of amplitude excitations.
It is selected the spacing between rings as an optimization variable to obtain
a unequally distribution of the radius of the rings. Therefore, the main
contribution of this research is the synthesis of a concentric ring array for
GEO satellite applications involving less excitations devices to accomplish
the desirable shape pattern with side lobe level reduction. This synthesis is
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performed by using the particle swarm optimization (PSO) [9]. Until now,
to the best knowledge of the authors, an evolutionary algorithm for global
optimization in concentric ring array for desirable isoflux radiation in GEO
satellites has not been considered yet.

2 Concentric ring array model and problem statement

Let us consider a concentric ring array of NT = 1 + (NnNr) elements spaced
on the plane X-Y. The array factor for this concentric ring array is given
by [7]

AF (θ, ϕ, S, W ) = 1 +
Nr∑
n=1

Nn∑
m=1

wnm exp{jkrn[u cos ϕm + v sin ϕm]} (1)

where u = sin θ cos ϕ, v = sin θ sin ϕ, Nr represents the number of rings, Nn

represents the number of elements on the ring n, λ is the signal wavelength,
k = 2π/λ is the phase constant, ϕm = 2π(m − 1)/Nn represents the angular
position of the element m on the ring n, θ is the angle of a plane wave in the
elevation plane, ϕ is the angle of a plane wave in azimuth plane, rn is the
radius of ring n. The radius of each ring defines the spacing between rings in
the next way s1 = r1, s2 = (r2−r1), s3 = (r3−r2), . . . , sn = (rn−rn−1) which
are arranged in the set of real numbers S = {s1, s2, . . . , sN}. In addition to,
wnm represents the amplitude excitation of the element m of the ring n

defined in the set of real numbers W = {w11, w12, . . . , w1m, . . . , w21, w22, . . . ,

w2m, . . . , wNT }. This model considers the center of each ring as the phase
reference in the array factor.

GEO satellite antenna systems provide an isoflux radiation with no vari-
ation in the strength power density to any point of the illuminated earth
surface as long as the satellites are spinning around the earth. Since this
framework, we propose an accurate prescribed pattern that can be calcu-
lated as a function of Rs(θ) in the coverage area as follows:

R2
s(θ)

(
sin2 θ

b2
+

cos2 θ

a2

)
+ Rs(θ)

(−2(h + a) cos θ

a2

)
+

(
(h + a)2

a2
− 1

)
= 0

(2)
The function Rs(θ) is the prescribed pattern that indicates the relative dis-
tance of the satellite to any point of the illuminated earth surface; h represents
the height of the satellite; a is the equatorial radius of the earth; b is the po-
lar radius of the earth. In this case, the design problem of this study is to
optimize the spacing between the rings and the semi-uniform excitations for
a concentric ring array considering the zone of coverage involving the condi-
tions of the prescribed pattern Rs(θ) and the reduction of the side lobe level.
The optimization is constrained by the minimum spacing between the rings
of smin ≥ 0.5λ and the spacing between the antenna elements in the ring
n as qn = 2πrn/Nn. For this optimization process, the maximum aperture
might be Amax = Nrsmax in both axis. In this case smax is the boundary in
the search space of S. The spacing between rings is established to be in the
range of 0.5λ ≤ sn ≤ 1λ. The levels of amplitude excitations are arranged
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in a vector of real numbers L = {l1, l2, . . . , lg} where lg is the excitation
value feeding a group of rings of the array, i.e, an excitation value feeding a
sub-array.

In this work, the PSO is utilized to synthesize the concentric ring array
to achieve the desirable isoflux shape pattern. In this case, each particle is
represented by the spacing between the rings S and the levels of amplitude
excitations L. Then, the particles within the swarm move influenced by its
current position, its memory and by the cooperation or social knowledge of
the swarm [9], using only one operator, the socalled velocity operator. Let us
suppose a swarm of K particles, in which each particle XK = (xk1, . . . , xkD)
representing a potential solution (S and L) is defined as a point in a D-
dimensional space. The limits of the parameters xkd to be optimized define
the search space in D-dimensions. Iteratively, each particle k within the
swarm flies over the solution space to a new position XK with a velocity
VK = (vk1, . . . , vkD), both updated along each dimension d, by the following:

vkd = wvkd + c1r1(pbestk,d − xkd) + c2r2(gbestd − xkd), vk ≤ vd,max∀d (3)

xkd = xkd + vkdΔt (4)

where w is known as the inertial weight, c1 and c2 are the acceleration con-
stants and determine how much the particle is influenced by its best location
(usually referred as memory, nostalgia or self-knowledge) and by the best
position ever found by the swarm (often called shared information, cooper-
ation or social knowledge), respectively. Moreover, r1 and r2 represent two
separate calls to a random number function U[0, 1], vdmax is the maximum
allowed velocity for each particle used as a constraint to control the explo-
ration ability of the swarm and usually set to the dynamic range of each
dimension [10], and Δt is a time-step usually chosen to be one. In PSO, the
population size, the inertial weight and the acceleration constants summa-
rize the parameters to be selected and tuned. For the optimization in this
research, the fitness function of the design problem is formulated as follows:

of = |AF (θr, ϕ, W, S) − Rs(θr)|2
+ |AF (θSLL, ϕSLL, W, S)/ max(AF (θ, ϕ, W, S))| (5)

where θr is the range of the elevation plane for the coverage area above the
earth, and (θSLL, ϕSLL) is the angle where the maximum side lobe level is
attained.

3 Simulation results

The synthesis of an isoflux radiation for a concentric ring array was imple-
mented by the method of PSO. Pursuant to the WGS84 (World Geodetic
System 84) coordinate system, the dimensions of the earth are: the equa-
torial pole b = 6356752.314 meters and the polar pole a = 6378137 meters.
In the prescribed pattern for GEO satellites with an altitude of 36000 km,
an angle of elevation of θ0 ≈ 9◦ is enough to illuminate the earth with an
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attenuation of −1.3 dB in the nadir direction θ = 0◦. In order to make a fair
comparison in terms of number of elements NT and maximum aperture Amax

with respect to a uniform and sparse planar array designs presented previ-
ously in the literature, we choose the specifications of the design presented
previously in [5]. In this case, the design presented in [5] considers less an-
tenna elements and less excitations with respect to the case presented in [6]
Then, it is proposed NT = 61 elements as in [5], but in this case distributed
in Nr = 4 rings. Thus, the number of elements for each ring is N1 = 6,
N2 = 12, N3 = 18 and N4 = 24. This distribution also considers a central
element placed on the origin. In order to decrease as the best as possible the
number of antenna excitations, it is proposed two antenna designs: the first
design is fixed for 3 levels of amplitude excitations where the level l1 is for
the central element and the rings n = 1, 2; l2 is for the rings n = 3 and l3

is for the ring n = 4. The second design is fixed for 2 levels of amplitude
excitations where l1 is for the central element, and the rings n = 1, 2; l2 is for
the rings n = 3, 4. The parameters of the PSO are set as follows: maximum
number of iterations imax = 1500, number of particles psize = 200, inertial
weight w varies downwardly in the range of [0.95-0.4] through the optimiza-
tion process and the acceleration constants are c1 = c2 = 2. We select these
parameters for their proper performance that has been studied in previous
works [11, 12].

Fig. 1. Isoflux radiation in the elevation plane for the con-
centric ring array for: a) Case 1 and b) Case 2.
Isoflux radiation considering both elevation plane
and azimuth plane for: c) Case 1 and d) Case 2.
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Figure 1 shows the obtained isoflux radiation for both optimization cases
in the elevation plane and in both elevation and azimuth planes. It could be
appreciated that the PSO obtained an isoflux radiation with SLL ≤ −19 dB
for Case 1, and SLL ≤ −17 dB for Case 2. If it is compared these results with
respect to the designs presented in [5] and [6], it could be mentioned that
the results presented in [6] require many excitation devices (amplitudes and
phases) and a bigger aperture Amax > 7λ in both axis, i.e., physical dimen-
sions to achieve an isoflux radiation for the same application. Now, compar-
ing the obtained results with the uniform planar array presented in [5], the
array factor in Figure 1 for both optimization cases has less side lobe level
using 3 (Case 1) and 2 levels (Case 2) of amplitudes and no-phase excitations
with similar aperture Amax < 5λ in both axis. From the point of view of
needing to reduce the antenna hardware in the satellites, the obtained results
for concentric ring arrays are suitable solutions for this particular application.

In Figure 2, it is presented the obtained distribution of the concentric ring
array. Both optimization cases has similar aperture. For Case 1, the rings
were distributed increasingly to the maximum obtained aperture. Moreover,
note that for Case 2, the elements for the inner rings were kept in the cen-
ter and the elements of the outer rings were distributed to the maximum

Fig. 2. Geometry of the obtained concentric ring arrays
for: a) Case 1 and b) Case 2.

Table I. Numerical values of SLL and excitations values
for the optimization cases.
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obtained aperture. Furthermore, it can be mentioned that it is required a
bigger amplitude excitation in the center of the array to achieve the desirable
isoflux shaped pattern. The numerical values of side lobe level for the opti-
mized array factors shown in Figures 1 are presented in Table 1. This Table
shows the excitations required for the optimized designs depicted in Figure 2
for providing the isoflux radiation. Note that the optimizations provide a
better SLL reduction with less excitation devices with respect to the results
presented previously in the literature, i.e., results shown in [5] and [6]. This
could simplify considerably the feeding network for an isoflux radiation which
it is desired for satellite applications.

4 Conclusions

This investigation reported a concentric ring array for GEO satellite applica-
tions with an isoflux radiation for a reduction of the side lobe level by using
particle swarm optimization. The optimized designs perform a considerable
reduction of side lobe level of SLL ≤ −17 dB and SLL ≤ −19 dB. Under
the assumption of the requirement of reducing the hardware of the antenna
system and the isoflux radiation, the concentric ring array could provide an
acceptable solution even more than the results presented previously in the
literature. Future works could be focused on the applications of evolutionary
algorithms for the simplifications of the feeding network.
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